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FOREWORD:
How It All Got Started
By Steve Wennerstrom
IFBB Women’s Archivist/Historian

women’s bodybuilding developed on its own as an outgrowth of the men’s
sport, and coupled with the phenomenon of the women’s sports movement during that time, it was an overwhelming certainty that sooner or
later women would take their place on the bodybuilding stage.

But the birth of women’s bodybuilding did not happen by chance. The
primary architect was Henry McGhee – an employee of the Downtown
Women’s curiosity regarding their own strength and physical capabili- Canton YMCA – who carried a strong belief that women should share the
opportunity of displaying their physiques and the results of their weight
ties is really nothing new. In the history of humankind – and in this
training the way men had done for years. These contests bore no relacase womankind – there have been many examples of women who
tion to a conventional beauty pageant - and when an Ohio woman named
possessed considerable strength, and dating back to the 1800’s for
Gina LaSpina won his first event in 1977, it was clear by her lean muscular
example, virtually every circus featured a female who demonstrated
physique that the women of bodybuilding would be very different from
impressive feats of strength.
any prior event where bikini-clad females had taken the stage in a judging
format. Indeed, women’s bodybuilding would be about the development
As time passed and with the growing popularity of Muscle Beach
of muscle with the winners chosen by a combination or their given geneton the sands of Santa Monica, California, where muscle, power, and
ics, overall proportions, and muscular balance, all in tandem to present
strength had long been a male domain, women were further introthe most aesthetically pleasing female physique.
duced to the possibilities of achieving a more pronounced level of
physicality through weight training and acrobatics.
So with McGhee’s events serving as ground zero in the birth of the sport,
they helped lay the ground work for women’s bodybuilding contests in the
Lead by Abbye ‘Pudgy’ Stockton and a handful of others, these early
pioneers of the women’s physical culture movement became interna- immediate future. McGhee also helped spread the word of his events by
creating a short-lived United States Women’s Bodybuilding Association,
tionally known and helped pave the way for a coming generation of
females who would dedicate themselves to reaching an ultimate level and women from across the country took notice.
of physical development.

The idea quickly caught fire and by 1978 Florida bodybuilder Doris Barrilleaux (who, herself, had competed in one of McGhee’s contests) foundBy the 1960’s and into the 70’s, increased participation in women’s
ed the Southeastern Physique Association (later to become the Superior
sports and Title IX added to the deeper awareness and the growing
Physique Association) promoting women’s contests throughout Florida
interest girls and women possessed.
and eventually across the country. Often referred to as ‘The First Lady of
As was generally recognized during those days, one of the oldest and Women’s Bodybuilding’, Barrilleaux was also pivotal in the founding of
most widely accepted rules of the ‘Great American Femininity Game’ the AFWB (American Federation of Women Bodybuilders), an organizaused to decree that it was all right for girls to be good sports, but never tion - affiliated with the IFBB - that grew very quickly in the early 80’s.
to be good at sports. That thought process was about to be dramatiAll the while, naysayers consistently proclaimed that women simply
cally altered with the coming of the 80’s.
weren’t capable of developing a level of musculature that would support
a successful sport, and that the fledgling efforts by women to promote
Prior to 1977, bodybuilding had been considered strictly a male dobodybuilding for women would surely fade in a short period of time. The
main. The contests offered men the opportunity to display the hardreality was, however, that those who were disbelievers had sadly miscalearned results of toiling long hours in the gym to develop maximum
culated the desire, perseverance, and dedication these early competitors
muscular development, and judges, following a specific set of guidepossessed. By 1979 women’s events were taking place across the country
lines, selected the individual who best demonstrated the look of the
offering titles such as Ms. Western America, ‘Best in the World’ and the
ideal physique. There was no such opportunity offered to women.
1st Women’s World Bodybuilding Championships. Meanwhile, contests
at the local, state and regional levels also began to spring up nationwide.
From a simplistic standpoint, it could be assumed that the sport of

Winners of these early events such as Lisa Lyon, Stacey Bentley, Kay
Baxter, Laura Combes and Rachel McLish gained rapid notoriety and
were sought after for numerous appearances on television. Shows
such as David Susskind, Phil Donahue, Merv Griffin, Mike Douglas,
20/20, Good Morning America, and Real People all hurried to book
female bodybuilders as the sport exploded on the national scene.
Mainstream magazines and newspapers as well as the bodybuilding and fitness industry publications of the time all included stories
about these pioneering women and their new found fascination with
developing muscle.
WAnd with these early contests came controversies over exactly what
judges would be looking for in a championship female bodybuilder.
At the forefront of these controversies was the level of muscle that
would be deemed ‘acceptable’ for the female form while attempting
to adhere to what was traditionally looked upon as feminine. These
arguments and discussions still rage on to the current day.
But with almost each major contest, a new standard of development was set as the inevitable evolution and progression of the sport
moved at warp speed.
Nineteen Eighty would become a watershed year for women’s bodybuilding with inaugural events including the United States Championships, American Championships and the Ms. Olympia all giving
further rise to the burgeoning growth and popularity nationwide.
Internationally, there was also an explosion of interest as countries
around the globe held their first national championships. By 1981
the IFBB held its first European Championships with women from
nine countries taking part. In addition, professional contests offering prize money became available to the top competitors. The ‘Best
in World’ Win 1979, and the Zane Women’s Invitational and Ms.
Olympia in 1980 served as additional motivation to encourage more
women to enter the competitive scene.
In the first five years of its existence, women’s bodybuilding welcomed numerous women who had competed in other sports during
their athletic careers. Gymnasts, swimmers, and track & field athletes
all realized the base muscle structure they had developed from their
prior sporting endeavors would offer a distinct advantage in higher
contest placements. This pool of former athletes was enormous and
contributed notably to the growing numbers of women embarking
on serious progressive-resistance weight training programs. These
former athletes would not only enter the competitive arena, but they

would also become legendary figures in what would become the early
history of the sport.
The evidence of these former athletes achieving success in bodybuilding
was clear and unmistakable. A winner of the 1983 Ms. Olympia, Carla
Dunlap had competed as a top-level synchronized swimmer. Another future Ms. Olympia - Cory Everson - was a nationally ranked track & field
performer, and former gymnast Lynn Conkwright won the first IFBB Pro
World Championship. Australian Bev Francis was a world-class powerlifter before she became the IFBB Pro World champion. And many more
would follow.
But if there is a singular link drawing all these very special women together, it is the desire to explore their physicality in the most visual of
ways, and in what has always been the most intensely personal platform
– a woman’s self-image and how our society and culture perceives that
image. For some it is a very difficult road. For others it is almost indescribably freeing.
More so, perhaps, than in any other sporting endeavor, women’s bodybuilding has been an experience that has helped women explore not just
the exterior revelation of building a unique ‘container’ to live in, but also
an interior journey in discovering the empowerment of life itself.
Now, after just over three decades of existence, women’s bodybuilding
continues to undergo much in the way of change. But if there is a certainty about its existence, the evolution and revolution most decidedly
continues.

WOMEN’S BODYBUILDING
The Grand Opera of the Female Physique

Alina Popa

Rachel McLIsh - the first female bodybuilding superstar.

In the beginning...
SOMETHING NEW UNDER THE SUN

Women who develop the muscles of their body for primarily aesthetic purposes is something brand new in our culture. Charles Gaines,
author of Pumping Iron, call this a “new archetype” and points out that this kind of physical ideal has never before existed in all of history.
Aesthetically muscular men, of course. Look at Greek statues or the work of Michelangelo. But look at the history of art in all cultures as far
back as you want and you will not see the equivalent of the modern female bodybuilder or the fitness and figure competitors who represent
an aesthetic that has evolved from bodybuilding but represents a less extreme level of development.
Ecclesiastes writes “What has been is what will be, and what has been done is what will be done, and there is nothing new under the sun.” But
there was nothing remotely like the physique of the modern female bodybuilder in existence in Biblical times. It turns out there is, indeed,
something new under the say.
I saw my first women’s bodybuilding competition in 1979, close to the very beginning of the sport. By today’s standards those women were
not very big. They had a lot of “muscularity” because they relied on very strict diet to achieve maximum definition. But they had simply
not been doing real bodybuilding training long enough to see the kinds of results we are accustomed today. Even for the genetically gifted,
whether you are talking about men or women, it takes a lot of years and considerable maturity to develop to the levels we see on stage today
in pro bodybuilding contests.
At first the women were fairly well received. They looked sleek and athletic and the best ones were very attractive. So the physique
federations gave them a lot of encouragement, they were featured in physique magazines and got attention from television and mainstream
publications – including Sports Illustrated and Playboy.

But there were controversies even at that point. One magazine published an article
called something like “Beauty and the Beast” illustrated with two photos of women
bodybuilders with the intent of showing that one of the women was acceptably aesthetic
while the other was too big and masculine. When I look at these photos today, the one
woman hardly seems much more muscled than the other. The “beast” is just not as
pretty and her waist is a little too thick. She lacks “symmetry,” which in bodybuildingspeak is a reference to the overall shape of the silhouette. But neither one of them is as
developed as almost any low-level fitness competitor today.
I was the Founding Editor of Flex Magazine and from the beginning bodybuilding
for women always seemed to me to be perfectly acceptable. Men and women both
competed in golf, tennis, track, swimming, gymnastics and other sports and now they
both competed in bodybuilding. Simple as that. But not everyone shared my view –
especially as the women continued to develop over the next few years. My comment at
the time was “Everybody loves kittens but not everyone likes cats.” It became obvious
that many people found the idea of aesthetically muscular women to be threatening, to
violate their sense of physical morphology and/or gender identity.
I saw a great example of this when I took a number of my art prints to a framer to
mount them for an exhibit. I was spending quite a lot of money but every time I
brought in another photo the woman doing the framing couldn’t refrain from making
critical and derogatory remarks about the bodies of my models. I soon found another
framer. Her inability to control her comments demonstrated to me that the emotional
reaction these bodies can cause can be very intense - sp much so that somebody would
rather cost themselves thousands of dollars rather than keep their opinions on the
subject to themselves..
We live in a culture of “burning babies – film at 11!” and it is very difficult to get
much of an emotional reaction from photos. The fact that my pictures could cause
this kind of response demonstrated to me that this subject was an important and
significant one with far reaching implications to the culture in terms of our perception
and expectations regarding the female body and the possibilities for the athletic
development of women’s bodies that had never before been contemplated in all of
human history.
Certainly, I continue to believe, a subject worth exploring both in terms of photography
and ideas.

Michiko Nishiwaki - the first Japanese women’s
bodybuilding champion.

MORE THAN JUST MUSCLES
People who see aesthetically developed muscular women for the first time have a variety of reactions. Some immediately think of them as looking “masculine.” This is understandable since the only examples most of us are accustomed to of muscular and defined bodies are those of men.
There was a time when being a politician, lawyer or doctor were thought of as being masculine because very few women did or could aspire to
practice those professions.
Bodies come in all sorts and varieties and there are certainly women with unattractive muscles and some who are highly androgenous. Take an
ugly body and put muscles on it and you have an ugly muscular body (although it make look a lot better than it did originally). Take a beautiful
body and add muscle to it using the right methods and techniques and the result is a beautiful muscular body. But when you are dealing with a
cultural phenomenon that is “something new under the sun” it can take some getting used to.
Muscular women are often viewed at as objects of unusual sexual interest. There are a lot of men (and women) who are turned on by muscular women and for some this interest becomes a fetish - where focusing to an abnormal degree on a woman’s muscles is absolutely necessary for
sexual arousal. What I refer to as “flex your arms dear, I’m cumming.” There are officials in the physique federations who are of the opinion that
the audience for the women is mostly made up of this kind of fan. But I don’t think so. Finding something attractive and developing a fetish for
it are difference not just in degree but in kind. I find many of these women extremely attractive but I’ve never had a fetish for muscle. So I know
this is possible.
There has been a lot of discussion about the controversies created by the existence of these aesthetically muscular women. How people are put off
by what they see as a transgression involving the boundaries of gender and sexual roles. There is also the “monster” aspect of how humans view
the human body. Notice how many “Star Trek” aliens and creatures in horror movies look like monstrous versions of human beings. I’m sure
there is an evolutionary explanation of why we are programmed to fear and reject strange and distorted versions of human morphology. And
with some people the sight of an elite, muscular female bodybuilder evidently sets off this primeval fear reaction.
But there are positive aspects to the development of this new kind of female body that are rarely appreciated. Take for example the aging process.
I’ve read that the average person loses 50% of their lean body mass between the ages of 18 and 65. But that average person is not working out
and paying attention to diet and nutrition. In actuality much of what we consider the aging process is mostly deterioration due to misuse or lack
of use of the body. If you exercise the muscles - and the best method is bodybuilding - watch what and how much you eat and avoid bad health
habits that accelerate apparent aging you end up with a situation in which “40 is the new 25” and female movie stars are able to play sexy parts as
they continue to mature instead of automatically being cast as somebody’s grandmother.
Bodybuilding is a kind of time machine that prolongs youthful looks and body composition. Women who pursue a bodybuilding lifestyle get
better as they get older, not worse, and can maintain a strong, shapely and youthful body for decades longer than was possible in the past. Back
in the day a woman had to worry that her man would start looking around for her replacement as she hit the wall around 40. But if she stays in
shape she will likely look better than the 25 year old men used to turn to as alternatives to aging wives.
This kind of training is also great for women in psychological terms. They become stronger, more physically capable, more independent and
self-reliant. Their confidence and self-esteem is enhanced. This can cause women to question many of the limitations to the female role that society has always placed upon them. When the women in a society are confident and competent, when they become more productive as individuals, the entire culture is enhance in both social and economic terms.
Bodybuilding competition is a specialized activity. But bodybuilding as a method of exercise and diet is a wonderful invention, for both women
and men, in terms of self-improvement, better health, slowing the aging process and overall improvement in the quality of life.

Colette Nelson

Dayana Cadeau
Bodybuilding is about the maximum aesthetic development of the muscle structure of the human body. Bodybuilding is the grand opera of the physique. Opera singers must have loud, strong voices - but they must be aesthetically pleasing as well. However, that aesthetic is that of opera and may
or may not sound beautiful to somebody accustomed to hearing different kinds of music.
The bodybuilding physique must also be aesthetic but by the standards of bodybuilding - which have evolved over history in general and more specifically (in terms of bodybuilding competition) over the past four or five decades. The average person might or might not find the bodybuilding
physique attractive but it is designed to conform to its own standard, not any other. These physiques are judged in terms of qualities like size, shape,
symmetry, proportion, muscularity and definition. In the sport of bodybuilding judges also look for things like personal grooming, skin tone, tanning and how well the competitors present themselves on stage, including doing “mandatory” poses and their own posing routines.
I wrote the original rules for women competition for both the pro and amateur women competitors. The first thing in these rules was the statement
that all the rules for men should apply to the women unless their is a specific reason to make an exception. For example, cultural norms dictate that
women wear tops and men don’t. Otherwise, bodybuilding is bodybuilding. Many accused me of wanting the women to look like men. My response was that the judges now the difference between the male and female physique and are capable of making aesthetic judgemens without being
given a set of guidelines regarding “femininity.” That the judges didn’t need to emphasize this aspect of the contest but to be urged to focus instead on
whether a given competitor was a good bodybuilder or not.
This turned out to be prophetic as over the years too many officials have ignored physique in favor of femininity and sex appeal.

Anja Langer

But the nature of bodybuilding is that when genetically talented people do the right kind of exercises with enough intensity and consistency over
a long enough period of time they are going to continue to develop bigger and bigger muscles. This is true whether they are males or females.
Trained men are going to be bigger, stronger and faster than comparably trained women - but highly developed women are usually much bigger,
stronger and faster than untrained or lesser trained males.
So during the 1980s “the girls” (as the late IFBB President Ben Weider used to call them) started to develop some quite remarkable and, to some,
very threatening, levels of muscle. But bodybuilding was fortunate in have women to represent it like Rachel McLish, the first Ms. Olympia and
Cory Everson, who was often the biggest woman on stage in contests but was blonde and beautiful and didn’t scare anyone. But other women
during this period did not fare as well because their looks did not conform to a conventional idea of what females should look like. It used to
break my heart to see one after another of these competitors score lower in contests than they deserved, competition after competition, with
many eventually dropping out of the sport.
Bodybuilding for anyone is tough. But women have to go through all the rigors that men do, have less body weight so dieting to get super
ripped is that much more difficult, plus they have had to deal with all the obstacles of being pioneers in something that many people, including
their friends and families, looked askance at. And the bigger the women got (and looking back from a contemporary perspective they weren’t
really all that big) the more opposition they faced.
But the 1980s remained a relatively benign decade for female bodybuilding. It wasn’t until the mid and late 1990s that social and political pressure started to really take it’s toll. The 1980s began with Rachel, continued with beauties like Cory Everson and Anja Langer and in the 1990s we
would see the beauty parade continue with the likes of Lenda Murray, Sharon Bruneau and others - destined to be enshrined as legends in the
pantheon of the sport of bodybuilding for women.

Annie Rivieccio

Kay Baxter
Kay Baxter was a pioneer female bodybuilder whose muscle size was somewhat ahead of her time, making her the focus of some in the industry who were against women being too muscular. You can see she even looks hard and musuclar by today’s standards, a claim not many women
competitors of the time could make. Kay unfortunately died in a car crash in 1988.

Many pro female bodybuilders have relatively short
careers compared to the men. But Betty Pariso has a
different story. She didn’t even begin weight training
until her 30s. and has remained competitive, winning
contests and placing in the top five, right up to age 50.
She is an illustration that bodybuilding can be a kind
of time machine. Loss of muscle mass over time is
one of the most obvious signs of aging. If a woman
or man works to building and maintain muscle over
time their physiological age can remain much younger than their chronological age.
By the way, from our “don’t believe everything you
read on the Internet” department - several websites
have reported Betty’s year of birth as 1930. That
would make her very much the senior citizen, indeed.
Betty as actually born January 29, 1956 - in Cythiana,
Kentucky.

Betty Pariso

Ken Marcus, who was Playboy’s main photographer for 11 years and did a number of covers for
Muscle & Fitness, once told publisher Joe Weider,
“Joe, because you are dealing with athletes you get
away with showing more skin in your photos than
any other mainstream magazine I can think of.”

Raye Hollitt

Bodybuilding for women was fortunate to have as it’s first
major professional champion somebody as attractive as
Rachel Mclish. Rachel won the first Ms. Olympia contest
in 1980 and captured the title again in 1982, When Rachel
showed up prior to prejudging at that first Ms. Olympia
event the late pro bodybuilder Mike Mentzer was moved to
exclaim, “What a thoroughbred!”
Rachel was an example of most early women in the sport
in that she had really only been doing serious weight training for a few years - not long enough to build what we now
recognize as serious bodybuilding muscle. But she was great
at promoting women’s bodybuilding, appearing on countless
TV shows and magazine covrs and layouts.
Publisher Joe Weider, who had early-on recognized Arnold
Schwarzenegger as a terrific promotional vehicle for bodybuilding, understood Rachel’s appeal and soon her photos
and articles about her were ubiquitous in Muscle & Fitness
and Flex magazines. Rachel was to female bodybuilding
what Arnold Palmer had been to golf, Billie jean King to
tennis and Nadia Comaneci to gymnastics.
Rachel went on to publish books and star in a number of
movies. The only low point (in my opinion) in her career
was the way she was portrayed in the movie Pumping Iron
II: The Women. The producers had her fly all over, including a trip to Asia, prior to competing in a contest designed
to be showcased in the film that was unlike any other event
before or since. It was cast as a movie rather than featuring competitors who qualified to compete by their previous
achievements. There were amateurs and professionals in
the contest, even a model who want not a physique competitor at all. There were judges who had never even seen
a woman’s contest before - including Pumping Iron author
Charles Gaines (who appears in the movie but is ot identified). The producers also brought in Bev Francis for the
competition. Bev was a champion powerlifter, with big
muscles but not (at the time) much in the way of bodybuilding aesthetics.

Rachel McLish

The movie was edited like contemporary reality shows. The
story was contrived and distorted in a way that was not
flattering to Rachel, who after all her travels - mostly at the
behest of the film production - was not in her best shape.

Bev Francis
When Bev Francis was “cast” in Puming Iron II: The Women in 1985 she was a champion powerlifter who spent
only a few months prior to filming doing bodybuilding training. And looked it. But a few years later, after retiring
from competitive lifting and concentrating on physique competition, she transformed her body and was able to win
the IFBB Pro World Championship in 1987 - defeating the beautiful Anja Langer - in part because of the personality and charisma she demonstrated from the stage. Controversies aside, everyone likes and admires Bev.

Diana Dennnis
The template for posing in women’s bodybuilding posing was set by Lisa Lyons in 1979/80 when she combined standard bodybuilding poses
with dance-like movements, a style women have used to some degree ever since. But the first woman bodybuilder to emphasize artistic posing
both onstage, in her photo shoots and in exhibitions was Diana Dennis. Diana would work with photographers using a mirror in the studio to
create aesthetic poses few photographers of the time would have thought of. Her posing exhibitions were examples of real performance art.
She would be revealed on stage inside a sack and the audience would watch as she struggled to emerge like a butterfly from a cocoon. Or she
would hang from and climb around on a lattice of ropes extended across the stage like a spider web. Diana went on to have the longest career of
any female bodybuilder and still looked great in pictures as she approached age 50.

Annie Rivieccio
I’ve always felt that dramatic physiques call for dramatic settings. Operatic stories are set on a grand scale, no as drawing room comedies. Annie Rivieccio on a Ducati (Italian muscle plus Italian Muscle) is a good example. That’s also why you see a lot of swords, knives and armor in
bodybuilding photos. Along the same lines, I much prefer dramatic landscapes (as illustrated elsewhere in this book) such as deserts, mountains and lava-strewn beaches to grassy hills or piney woods when it comes to choosing locations in which to photography women or male
bodybuilders. Like opera, bodybuilding benefits from powerful and impressive themes. Caruso didn’t sing Cole Porter songs and when operatic tenors go on TV to sing “The Street Where You Live” valuable resources are being wasted.

Skadi Frei_Seifert

Andrulla Blanchette
SIZE COUNTS
Andrulla Blanchette, originally from the U.K., had a relatively long career compared to many female bodybuilders. Her first competition was in
1986, her last in 2002. In 2000 she won the IFBB Lightweight Ms. Olympia title. I spent years lobbying for weight divisions in women’s pro bodybuilding and am sorry to say these are only used in a few competitions nowadays. And not in the Ms. Olympia. There is no sport in which body
size is critical that does not use weight divisions except for men’s and women’s pro bodybuilding. Such a shame.

Andrulla Blanchette

Juliette Bergmann
JULIETTE BERGMANN had two careers in competitive bodybuilding. She entered contests from 1982 through 1989 with a fair measure of
success. But Juliette is small and competed at a bodyweight of only about 130 pounds. Much too small to prevail against women in pro contests
like the Ms. Olympia who might easily be 50 pounds bigger. But in 2001 the IFBB began allowing a lightweight division in pro contests (the amateurs always use weight categories) and Juliette came out of retirement to win three Ms. Olympia Lighweight titles in a row. In recent years the
federation has stopped using weight categories in all but a few women’s contests and the sport is back to rewarding mostly the biggest women in
the show. This is happening at the same time many complain that the women (and some include the men, who also don’t have weight categories
in major events) are much too big to appeal to the “mainstream.” Mind you, neither the IFBB or it’s US amateur affiliate the National Physique
Committee are represented by any professional public relations. So it hardly seems llikelythe mainstream audience is going to be enticed into
an interest in competitive bodybuilding no matter the size of the competitors.

Dayana Cadeau

Iris Kyle

DAYANA CADEAU is deceptively small. She usually competes under 140 lbs and has won titles weighing only 123. She looks so big in photos that I have always had trouble getting pictures of her published in physique magazines. “Too big,” they would say. Dayana has won every
lightweight Ms. Olympia event she has entered. Iris Kyle, on the other hand, is considerably bigger and has won 5 Ms. Olympia titles and
counting. Iris has always been just too big for Dayana to beat - although she’s defeated other larger women. Lack of weight divisions in IFBB
pro contests has prevented smaller women bodybuilders from their share of success in the same way it would in boxing if lightweight champions then had to fight the heavyweights. That’s simply not fair and not sport.

BODYBUILDING IS A SPORT: It is important to remember that bodybuilding is a sport. It is a sport of plastic rather than dynamic form - unlike
sports such as gymnastics or skating. It is judged (or should be!) on the basis of a long tradition of viewing the athletic body in aesthetic terms and
a more specific history since the 1930s in setting standards for physique competition. Once bodybuilders are on stage in a contest, while the judges
will always be influenced by their own personal and subjective tastes, they are supposed to focus on evaluating the physiques in much more technical terms. Very often neither they or the audience might personally prefer the winning physique. Or the winner might have what everyone agrees is
the most aesthetic and attractive body. It can go either way.
But what judges shouldn’t go - particularly in judging women - is put too much emphasis on conventional sex appeal, on which competitor personally turns them on. Who gives them an erection. Several decades ago bodybuilding had a group of gay judges who approached men’s contests with
just that attitude and they had to be gotten rid of. Sure, it’s great for the sport if the champions happen to be beautiful and can easily be promoted.
But from time to time both the IFBB and NPC have imposed limiting rules on the women that would have been denounced as gender discrimination in any sport to which the National Organization for Women or other feminist groups were paying attention. Thankfully that is happening less
nowadays - or seems to be. So fingers crossed. But a lot of women were disappointed along the way, a lot of contests ended up with unreasonable
outcomes and many a female bodybuilding career has been cut short.

ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER has always
been a big supporter of women’s physique competition. In fact, as he said in the foreword to
my book The Women: Photographs of the Top
Female Bodybuilders (Artisan, 1994), “As the
father of daughters I couldn’t be more pleased...
to see women overcoming the artificial barriers
that have limited them in the past.”
Every year, as part of the Arnold Sports Festival
in Columbus, Ohio, he promotes the Ms. International Competition, a pro women’s bodybuilding competition that rivals the Ms. Olympia in
importance. There are also contests for pro fitness and figure competitors and amateur bodybuilding as well. Arnold believes that the example of these women competitors will inspire
others so that “...as many women as possible can
enjoy the benefits to their health and well-being
of a fit, strong and shapely body.” Amen.

Yaxeni Oriquen

LENDA MURRAY
Lenda Murray won the IFBB North American
Championship in 1989 (the only international
IFBB amateur contest held in the US) which
earned her an IFBB pro card - and brought her to
my attention.
I had been involved in bodybuilding for women
since it’s early days and this woman, I could see
immediately, was something very special.
Lenda came out to Los Angeles early in 1990 and
I did photos of her and wrote an article about
her titled “The Shape of Things To Come.” in
which I predicted she would win the Ms. Olympia title. I was that impressed.
Back home in Michigan everyone from her gym
was telling her she would not be able to win the
Ms Olympia that year on her first try because
she “had to pay her dues.” When the layout appeared in M&F she posted in up in the gym and
says that was the first time she really believed she
had a chance to win the championship that year.
Which she did. It also pretty much shut up her
detractors.
After winning the contest in October 1990 in
New York Lenda was backstage and somewhat at
a loss. She was not really prepared for the reality
of winning the title and didn’t know how to react.
“Do I have to get on the bus to go back to the
hotel?” she asked me. No, I replied. You’re Ms.
Olympia you can do what you want. Take a taxi.
She was planning to go to the banquet afterwards
but had her whole family in town. “Do you think
Wayne Demilia [promoter of the competition]
would mind if my family came with me?” No, I
explained. You’re Ms. Olympia. Bring whomever you want. Sure enough Demilia cleared off a
large table just for Lenda and her entourage.
Lenda Murray

Lenda Murray
Sitting at the table she wondered, “Do I have to sit here or can I circulate around and talk to people?” Lenda, I told her again - YOU’RE MS.
OLYMPIA DO WHATEVER WHAT YOU WANT! That was - and is - Lenda. The opposite of a diva. Aggressive and competitive on stage, shy
and self-effacing off it.
Lenda Murray went on to win eight Ms. Olympia titles and to this today is considered by many to be the most aesthetic of modern female bodybuilders.

It is the job of a bodybuilding judge to recognize what bodybuilders have achieved, not to
impose an arbitrary set of standards on them.
There will always be a large subjective aspect
to judging bodybuilding but this only represents a difference in opinion among individuals who share a basic consensus as to what
bodybuilding is all about and have a trained
eye based on a lot of experience looking at
physique competitors.
Fitness and figure define excellence by a set of
rules. What sets the standards in bodybuilding is the achievement of the competitors
themselves.

Lenda Murray

Lenda Murray

Lenda Murray

LAT SPREAD - Death and Rebirth
The front and rear lat spreads have long been a part of what bodybuilding calls the mandatory or compulsory poses. Unlike free posing, the
individual posing routine, these are designed to show the judges the strengths and weaknesses of each competitor’s physique. They are meant
to be informative and revealing, not aesthetic.
In the early 1980s there was a lot of concern as to how bodybuilding for women should differ from that of the men - most of this coming from
individuals who thought female bodybuilders should be presented as “feminine.” The fact that this consideration did not exist in any other
major sport - at least not explicitly - did not deter them. IFBB president Ben Weider put a woman from Florida named Doris Barrilleaux in
charge of IFBB women’s pro bodybuilding. She had done some contest promotion and competed herself but he knew about her mostly because of an article I wrote after a trip to Florida called “Muscles Amid The Magnolias.”
Doris was looking to put together guidelines for the sport so I sent her a set of posing photos featuring a bodybuilder named Shelley Gruwell just for informational purposes. Later Doris had some line drawing done showing Shelley’s poses exactly - including body twisting, leg to the
side, hip cocked. All things likely when applied to mandatory posing to make the job of the judges, who were trying to access the positives and
negatives of each physique, that much more difficult.
But there was one other problems - the front and rear lat spreadsW were missing.

At a meeting in Atlantic City at the IFBB Pro World
Championship in April, 1981, I asked Doris why (and I
still cherish the tape of this conversation). She told me
it was because she didn’t like those poses. And “women
don’t have lats, anyway.”
The IFBB did not object to this - in spite of the fact that
it was not only detrimental to judging women’s bodybuilding but also clearly gender discrimination. When I
brought the subject up in later years I was told by a prominent IFBB official that there was no problem, the judges
didn’t really need that pose.
It took some 20 years and finally the NPC and the IFBB
decided to put lat spreads for women back into amateur
and pro competition. And the transition happened so
smoothly - with the women simply adding this pose to
the mandatories with no difficulty - that within a short
time most people forgot the lats spreads have ever been
dropped.
But it’s a hell of a way to run a railroad.

Yaxeni Oriquen

Yaxeni Oriquen

Dayana Cadeau

Dayana Cadeau

Dayana Cadeau

IRIS KYLE’S competition record. Simply amazing considering how many good pro women bodybuilders are in the sport nowadays. And she
probably should have won a few more, except that when she first qualified for the Ms. Olympia the judges seemed not to pay much attention.
Of course, it had something to do with cosmetics and appearance. At first Iris came across on stage as fairly hard and plain. But along with
continuing to develop her physique she also went to school as far as things like hair and make-up were concerned. Yes, bodybuilding is about
physique but aesthetics includes more than just the shape and proportions of the muscles. Iris always deserved to win a lot of contests but
learning how to appear more attractive on stage made it that much easier for the judges to recognize this.

Heather Armbrust

Yaxeni Iriquen

Iris Kyle

Dayana Cadeau

Lisa Aukland

Betty Pariso

Kim Chizevsky
Kim Chizevsky won the IFBB Ms. Olympia competition in 1996 (and for the next three years as well), defeating six-time champion Lenda Murray.
Kim was simply too big for Lenda, who has been “protected her lead” for years by concentrating on getting in her best competition shape each year
but not getting any bigger or more muscular. But once she had the title Kim ran into a wall of polliical opposition. One reason for this is that she
was the first Ms. Olympia who didn’t have the looks of a “cover model.” - at least not which she won that first time. Like Iris Kyle after her, early in
her career Kim concentrated on her physique and did make a big effort when it came to “overall presentation” - that is things like hair and makeup. Between 1996 and her move to figure contests in 2000 she was able to change her appearance radically to the point where even her critics had
to admit she looked very pretty on stage.
But it was too late. During this time IFBB president Ben Weider was intent on having bodybuilding accepted by the I.O.C. as an Olympic event.
He was convinced that having the bigger, pro women in the sport was detrimental to this effort. He gave me the name of one female Olympic
official he said had told him exactly this. So even though Kim evolved her competition appearance to the point where she looked quite attractive
nobody was paying attention. She was a Weider-sponsored athlete and admitted to me that the company made it clear to her that she this sponsorship would be withdrawn if she didn’t switch from bodybuilding to fitness competition after winning the 1999 Olympia title.
She did exactly this and in 2001 was given a 6th place at the Fitness International and 4th in an event the following year. Given the physiques
and gymnastics ability of the fitness competitor of the time this was obviously a kind of political reward for making the category switch. Kim
Chizevsky was a wonderful and impressive bodybuilder but hardy the stuff of legitimate professional fitness.

Kim Chizevsky

Kim Chizeveky
Kim Chizevsky made a brief appearance in “The Cell” in 2000, starring Jennifer Lopez. She walks through the background with a stiff robotlike gait, part of one of the bizarre dream sequences fetured in the film. Subsequently this scene was nominated for a craft award. Specifically, “best prosthetics.”
The producers had to inform the people giving the award that, sorry, the movie as not eligible for this honor. There were no prosthetics involved. No special effects. What you saw on the screen was all Kim Chizevsky.

Kim Chizevsky

Yamile Marrero

Rhonda Quaresma

Kathy Johansson

Lynn McCrossin

Monica Martin

Valentina Chepiga

Kristy Hawkins
BRAINS AND BRAWN
The majority of women bodybuilders were some other kind of athlete first. It takes time and maturity to build quality muscle so while there
are a few teenage boys who display a remarkable degree of muscular development most women bodybuilders don’t begin to have the kind of
muscle it takes to excel in competition until their late 20s or early 30s.
But many women in the sport have also achieved considerable success outside of bodybuilding. They have become medical doctors, pharmacists, lawyers, college professors, police officers, fire fighters, airline pilots as well as pursuing many other careers and professions. Training
and dieting for competition is so demanding and so debilitating that it’s a wonder the women can persevere to rack up these accomplishments. It takes enormous discipline and dedication.
Take Kristy Hawkins for example. Kristy won the Heavyweight and Overall titles at the 2007 NPC Nationals and now competes as a pro. But
in the meantime she has been working toward a Ph.D. in chemical engineering at Cal Tech. Oh, more specifically she’s involved in the area of
metabolic engineering in yeast, with and emphasis on inducible promoter systems and other strategies for fine-tuning expresson of recombinent enzymes/proteins.
I’m just saying.

Kristy Hawkins

Marika Johannson

Maria Calo

HOMAGE TO FRAZETTA - To educate
myself as a photographer I look at a lot
of photos. But I also look at paintings
in books, galleries and museums. You
can learn a lot looking a howthe master
painters handled form, shape, light and
shadow. Or from the paintings of the late
Frank Frazetta, the foremost American
fantasy and science fiction artist.
Frazetta did wonderful illustrations of
mythical heroes like Conan, Tarzan and
John Carter On Mars. He depicted artistically muscled men before that kind
of image was common outside of Italian
sword-and-sandal movies. His women
weren’t bodybuilders but they were strong,
full-figured, curvaceous and sensual.
I used Frazetta’s work for inspiration many
times. My photos of Becky Shima, for example, combine what I learned from Rembrandt (at the Prado I saw a painting of his
that glowed like a backlit transparency)
with the kind of voluptuous but powerful
women Frazetta created.
“Talent borrows, genius steals” Oscar
Wilde said. I don’t know about that but I
do know I need all the help and inspiration
I can get.

Becky Shima

Becky Shima

Marika Johannsson

Melissa Dettwiller

Sheliahe Brown

Alina Popa
ALINA POPA is an IFBB pro bodybuilder from Romania who currently lives in Zurich, Switzerland. She has the combination of size (165
pounds contest weight) and shape (you can see for yourself) that makes her a contender for top titles in the sport like the Ms. Olympia and the
Ms. International. She got into bodybuilding like so many others. She was working out in a gym, her body started to respond dramatically
and a local trainer suggested she try entering a competition.
Alina qualified for the IFBB pro division by competing in IFBB world amateur events in Europe - increasingly a source of women bodybuilders, fitness and figure competitors to rival those coming out of the NPC in America. But what everyone has always remarked on is that Alina is
(1) big, (2) shapely and (3) beautiful - exactly the combination of qualities that it takes to succeed in the pro ranks in the IFBB today.
Hard work is necessary to make it as a bodybuilder. But so is genetics. If you don’t believe in genetics, try getting taller.

Alina Popa

Alina Popa

FROM AMATEUR TO PRO

Brigita Brezovac

Although there are others, the dominant physique federation in the world is the International Federation of Bodybuilders. It is made up of national federations in each of the member countries and is in charge of international amateur competition for male and female bodybuilders as well
as the various other categories of women’s competition.
The highest level amateur contest for women in the IFBB is the World Women’s Championships. This is actually the most exciting contest for
women in many respects because it brings together competitors from dozens of countries around the world - some of which you might be surprised produce international-level women competitors.
Brigita Brezovac, for example, is from Slovenia. She is an IFBB World Champion and went on to win her first two pro events sanctioned by the
IFBB Pro Division, which is a separate affiliated organization. Slovenia is such a small country, Brigita explains, that their air force consists mostly
of helicopters because a jet taking off from an air base would not be able to turn in time not to violate somebody else’s air space.
Alina Popla is another IFBB World Champion who is making her presence felt in the pro ranks, finishing 6th in her first Ms. International in 2010
moving up to 3rd in 2011. Alina is from Rumania and lives in Switzerland and has the size and shape that many believe will make her a Ms. Olympia contender someday soon.
The National Physique Committee, the IFBB affiliate in the US, also turns out a lot of amateur champions who go on to be important pros. But
don’t be surprised if, increasingly in years to come, when a female pro is announced as the winner of a contest and you have to go to Google to pinpoint exactly where she’s from. More and more, champions can come from anywhere.

Brigita Brezovac

Brigita Brezovac

Debbie Bramwell

Tazzie Colomb

DEBI LASZEWSKI (pronounced La-chef-ski) was all set to win the 2000 NPC USA Championships. She was shapely, muscular and in superb condition. Everyone
in the audience could see she was obviously the best in the whole show. But this was not to be. Debi ended up 7th in her class. What happened?
At the beginnng of the year IFBB President Ben Weider issues a set of “guidelines” for women’s contests designed to curb the size, development and the musclarity
of the competitors. This was part of his ongoing attempt to get bodybuilding accepted as an Olympic sport and his belief that female bodybuilders were preventing
this from happening. These guidelines played havoc with the judging in IFBB pro shows producing some of the worst results in the history of female bodybuilding.
When judges were told that women were not supposed to be “too big” they sometimes interpreted this as “too big for the line-up” and whichever woman was the biggest and most muscular was dropped down to third or so. Although the amateurs were generally much smaller than the pros the NPC decided to adopt these guidelines as well with the same direct consequences to the scoring.
Debi ended up placing 7th in the heavyweight class and was so discouraged at not winning her pro card (qualifying for IFBB pro competition) she dropped out for
several years and didn’t make it to the pros until 2006. Be aware we are talking about a bodybuilder who only weighs about 130 pounds. The woman who beat her
in 2000 was huge by comparison, but not as muscular and defined. I talked to one of the judges after the event and he admitted to me that, without the guidelines, “I
would have given her the show.”
There isn’t another sport I can think of in which males and females both participate and there is such discrimination against the women. Thankfully, using these
guidelines was so disastrous that the federations soon began to ignore them. Mostly. From time to time afterwards there were still some instances of very obvious
and highly discriminatory bias in the scoring. This happens far less nowadays because the federations now sanction fitness, figure and even bikini competition and
there are so many smaller and less muscular women competing that the female bodybuilders are left much more alone.
Instead the federations put undue pressure on the figure competitors (more about this later) to come into contests at an unnaturally low body weight and to not appear to be too muscular. They don’t like this, the audience doesn’t like this, it isn’t good for the women - but the officials insist on it being this way.

Debi Laszewski

SHARON BRUNEAU is beautiful and exotic (a
Metis Indian from Canada). She was also a top
pro bodybuilder back in the 1990s. Nowadays she
is a sometime TV producer and a full-time movie
stunt performer. And while she still models, Sharon no longer has the kind of muscular hardbody
she displayed on stage in contests.
And she has mixed feelings about this.
Ever since competitive female bodybuilding started many of the women involved have had ambivalent feeling about the extreme nature of their
bodies. They often get a lot of negative feedback
from friends, families, boyfriends, husbands and
occasional passersby. This can play hell on a
woman’s self image.
It did with Sharon. She started out as a slender
fashion model and as she gained muscle there was
something in the back of her mind that made her
worry about becoming too big, gaining too much
muscle, looking too muscular.
But in reality, in the world Sharon operated in,
she was considered almost the ideal combination
of beauty, muscle and sex appeal. And she got
the guest posers offers and the magazine covers
and layouts to prove it. Nonetheless the ambivalence continued.
“When I look back at my photos taken when I
was competing,” Sharon admits, “I have to wonder what the heck I was thinking. I actually like
how I looked back then much more than I did
back then.”

Sharon Bruneau

Because she’s been through some problems with
self-image herself Sharon is now the first one to
step up and encourage young women physique
competitors and give them as much support as
possible. Being a female physique competitor is
still tough - but having a mentor and role model
like Sharon Bruneau in your corner is big advantage.

Sharon Bruneau

Debi Laszewski

Kris Murrell

Kris Murrell

Kris Murrell

Kristy Hawkins

Marie Laure Mahabir

Marie Laure Mahabir
MARIE LAURE MAHABIR was an IFBB pro bodybuilder from the West Indies. Her physique was lean and muscular, qualities that should
have allowed her to score much higher in contests than she did. But she had two problems - in the early 90s there were a lot of judges who
were penalizing women for being “too muscular” (try saying that about a male competitor) and she was much too exotic looking for the mostly
American judges. So in spite of her excellent bodybuilding physique she was usually overlooked.
A case in point with the 1991 Jan Tana Invitational. The judges had just been given another of many official sets of “guideline” and were told that
women couldn’t be too big or too muscular. It was meant “for their frame” but they took it to mean “for the lineup.” The contest should have
been close between Nikki Fuller (the eventual winner) and Marie. It should have been a one-two finish. Instead the judges marked Marie down
to 12th, which was a total injustice. Actually, her physique would be more competitive today when the federations are much less likely to discriminate against big and muscular women bodybuilders.

Marie Laure Mahabir

Fannie Barrios

Rebecca Armstrong

BODYBUILDER PLAYMATE
REBECCA ARMSTRONG - More and more female models, actress, bikini competitors and others work out with weights nowadays. But Rebecca Armstrong is the only Playboy Gatefold model
(September 1986) who has gotten deeply enough into bodybuilding
to have competed at the NPC Nationals.
In 1994 Rebecca revealed publically that she tested postive for HIV
in 1989 and has since been an advocate or HIV/AIDS research and
an educator who speaks out regarding the dangers of heterosexually-transmitted HIV and greater awareness regarding STDs and safe
sex practices.

Rebecca Armstrong

Tatianna Butler

Tatianna Butler

SHELLEY BEATTIE was a bodybuilder with a wonderful
potential. She was big, shapely and very attractive and managed to place in the top three in both the Ms. International
and Ms. Olympia contests.
Unfortunately, Shelley had a very troubled past. She grew up
in part in foster homes and suffered a serve hearing loss at
age 3 due to aspirin poisoning. The combination of lack of
a stable home life growing up along with the alienation that
comes from suffering from a serere hearing disability made
normal socialization very difficult.
Shelley compensated for her life difficulties, as do many, by
throwing herself into sports - and she was a superb athlete,
excelling particularly in track and field. She took up weight
training in order to improve her sports performance and the
change in her body became so remarkable that she eventually
became a competitive bodybuilder.
Shelley won the NPC USA in 1990 and got her IFBB pro
card. She was able to place well in pro competition but was
never able to achieve what many thought her genetic gifts
would have permitted her.
After bodybuilding Shelley was part of the all-woman America’s Cup sailing team and played “ on the American Gladiators television show. But eventually the personal and emotional problems that had plagued her all her life - and which
were somewhat responsible for her lack of huge success in
physique competition. Shelley was diagnosed with bi-polar
disorder, suffered repeated bouts of depression and eventually took her own life in February of 2008.
We see all kinds of individuals we admire in sports, entertainment and in other fields and sometimes it’s hard to keep
in mind that aside from their areas of achievement they are
still real people with the same real-life problems that affect us
all.
Shelley Beattie was a victim of forces beyond her control.
R.I.P.

Shelley Beattie

Shelley Beattie
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Irene Andersen
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Lesa Lewis
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Tra Risby

Martha Sanchez

Michelle Andrea

Women’s bodybuilding continues to attract new competitors and new fans despite constant speculation that
it is “dead” and that women with muscles will never
attract much of a following among the general public.
(Somebody ought to tell Serena Williams about that,
by the way - since she is bigger and has larger muscles
that most of the women in bodybuilding competition.)
But female bodybuilders frequently don’t get credit
for how attractive the most beautiful of them are. But
think of the spectacle if you could gather on the same
stage - all in the prime - the likes of Rachel McLish,
Cory Everson, Lenda Murray, Anja Langer, Sharon
Bruneau, Dayana Cadeau, Tonya Knight, Lena Johannesen, Valentina Chepiga, Yolanda Hughes, Denise
Masino, Cathy LeFrancois - I could go on but the list
above is enough to make the point. What an impressive group that would be!
Michelle Andrea is another world-class beauty who
has also been a pro bodybuilder. Michelle won the
Middleweight Class at the NPC Nationals back in 1991
and competed in IFBB pro events in 1994 and 1995.
There were no weight divisions in the pros at that
point (as is mostly the case today) so a smaller competitor like Michelle was definitely at a disadvantage.
But like many women competitors her career was destined to be short - mostly for problems and pressures
that had little to do with the stress of competing.
It’s tough being a competitive female bodybuilder and
the industry, the magazines and the federations don’t
make it any easier.

Michelle Andrea

To say something valid about bodybuilding for women you
have to be able to say something comparable about men’s
bodybuilding. For example the statement “A woman bodybuilder can’t put on too much mass for her frame” would be
just as true for the men.
But saying “Women bodybuilders have to be careful not to
lose their femininity” is meaningless. Would you warn a male
bodybuilder about the risk of losing his masculinity?
On the other hand, cautioning bodybuilders of either gender
about the need while building mass and achieving muscularity to pay attention to aesthetic qualities like shape, symmetry,
proportion and such is meaningful for every physique competitor.
I is also unnecessary to remind judges of the difference between the structure of the male and female bodies. They already know that and, in fact, pay too much attention to this
rather than not enough,
Better still to emphasize the degree to which bodybuilding for
men and women is he same - and the need to apply the traditional standards of bodybuilding aesthetics to their judging
efforts.
If they need specific guidelines to tell the difference between
the structure and proportions of the male and female body
they are not qualified to be judges in the first place.

Nikke Fuller

FITNESS AND FIGURE
Sort of bodybuilding, but not really...

Alphie Newman

Alphie Newman was one of the first fitness stars. A remarkable athlete, Alphie sets 8 world powerlifting records
as a teenager. She went on to become NPC Teenage Bodybuilding Champion and then the first Ms. Galaxy (an event
in which competitors were judged both on physique and
beauty but by their time in an obstacle course as well) in
1993.

WHAT IT IS, WHERE IT CAME FROM
Fitness and figure contests are outgrowths of bodybuilding. Supposedly, fitness is for women with defined, athletic physiques who
also need to do some kind of athletic routine. Figure is fitness
without the routine. In reality the was the two categories are
judged is much more complicated than this.
Fitness contests came about when promoter Wally Boyco was
looking for a way to make his fitness expos more entertaining.
The exhibitors were invited to designate women who would compete in a kind of fitness beauty contest. Eventually he got the very
good idea of taping these contests for television. Not cable, but
syndicated TV - where the programs are sold to various independent stations around the country and then the world. Syndicated
programs make a lot more money than do ones created for cable
but in order to fill up an entire hour the “Ms. Fitness contests
(Boyco created and trademarked the name) featured the women
doing routines that were usually primary based on gymnastics.
Lou Zwick was a producer primarily working in cable TV at the
time and he decided to start his own brand of fitness contest. He
named his “Fitness America” pageants. Because of the money
to be made in syndication, Boyco had not been concerned about
how big an audience there was for his events. They were TV
shows and shot as such. But working in cable Zwick needed a
different approach. He opened up his contests to more than 100
competitors in each show. Each of them paid an entry fee. And
they brought their friends and families to see them compete and
all those people bought tickets. He was very aware of publicity,
to the point where many in his shows felt that the winners were
chosen with an eye to who would best promote the event. In any
event. there were indeed a lot of very spectacular winners from
these events, not all of whom seemed to score very highly in the
performance round.
Eventually, seeing the popularity of the fitness contests, the NPC
and then the IFBB began sanctioning similar competitions themselves.

Adela Garcia
CHRONOLOGY
The first ever Ms. National Fitness Championships was held in Las
Vegas , Nevada, at the Tropicana Hotel on November 15-16, 1985, and
was held in conjunction with the National Fitness Trade Show. The
winner was Gea Johnson.
The first NPC National Fitness Championships was held in Chicago,
Illinois, in the Fairmont Hotel’s Imperial Ballroom on August 25-26,
1995. The winner was Dale Tomita and 64 contestants took part. The
top ten qualified for IFBB pro status.
The first NPC Figure Championships was held on August 3-4, 2001
in New York City. The winner was Davana Medina. 57 contestants
competed.
The first Ms.Olympia Fitness contest was held in Atlanta, Georgia, On
September 9, 1995, at the Atlanta Convention Center. The winner was
Mia Finnegan.
The first IFBB Pro Figure event was the Ms. Figure International at
the Arnold Classic in Columbus, Ohio on February 28, 2003. The
winner was Jenny Lynn.

With a few variations, judging amateur and pro fitness and figure contests involves the same sort of round system. During afternoon prejudging (separate
from the evening finals) women come out and do quarter turns for the judges.
They wear heels and in one round two-piece suits and in the other one-piece
suits.
Nobody has ever explained to me why you would jusge athletic bodies in a
physique contest with their mid-sections and abs covered up. One-piece suits
disguise a lot of figure faults, making women in poorer shape look better on
stage. One-piece suits also tend to make many of the women with really muscular bodies look blockier than they are.
One reason for the round system might simply be that it takes up a lot of extra
time. Promoters want to be able to sell tickets to prejudging as well as to the
finals and adding another round - however unnecessary or even misleading makes it more likely the audience will feel they’ve gotten their money’s worth.
However, amateur contests use height classes (6 at present at the NPC Nationals) and include some 100 competitors. That is a lot of quarter turns to look
at for two rounds. The IFBB pro figure competitions - like most of the men’s
and women’s pro bodybuilding contests - don’t use height or weight divisions
so smaller women in amateur figure have almost no chance of having any
kind of a pro career.
It’s as if amateur boxers, once they turn pro, are all thrown into the same
weight division. Good luck with that.
I have suggested one way to increase the popularity of fitness and figure. Have
the women come out wearing a two-piece suit and come back in the next
round wearing one of those pieces - their choice,
I guarantee an immediate increase in ticket sales.

Milamar Sarcev

MONICA BRANT was one of the first superstars in IFBB
pro fitness. She won the Ms. Olympia Fitness championship in 1998, switched to figure a few years later and
placed 2nd in the Ms. Olympia Figure competition in
2003. Monica was not a gymnast and the fitness routine
was always a challenge for her so she hoped figure would
be a better fit for her abilities.
As one of Monica’s avid fans, I always thought she should
be a lightweight pro bodybuilder - if and when the IFBB
chose to use weight divisions in pro shows for women.
There were a few figure competitions in which I saw her
compete where I was sure she could have been competitive with any of the smaller female competitors in the
bodybuilding category.
But as the type of physique winning figure evolved more
and more into a long, model-type body the judges started
paying less attention to Monica, with her more compact
proportions. Plus she is genetically very muscular which the judges often frowned up - and when you take
more muscular physiques and “shrink” them down you
usually see a loss in proportion, shape and symmetry.
So Monica remained one of the most popular of all competitors but ended up 7th at the Olympia in 2007. With
her future prospects in the IFBB looking dim she accepted an offer to compete for another federation and won the
2010 World Pro Figure Championship as sanctioned by
the WBFF.

Monica Brant
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Timea Majorova
When Slovakian fitness competitor Timea Majorova first showed up in New York for the IFBB Fitness in 1997 after winning the Amateur World Fitness Championships she
causes a sensation. She was so beautiful and sexy on stage, with so much personality, and did such a highly athletic routine that the whole industry took note. Unfortunately, after placing her 6th in the competition, IFBB officials advised her to “lose muscle” in order to be more competitive. And for the next year or so was very disappointed by
the results. When the judges tell a woman to lose muscle or definition it rarely leads to improvement in her placing.
Timea did win a couple of pro events in subsequent years but eventually retired from competition to become one of the most success fitness models of all time. She hosts
her own fitness event in Hungary and developing lines of products bearing her name. What is remarkable about her success is that most fitness and figure champions end
up with very little recognition - certainly none outside the fitness industry - and tend to earn very little income from their efforts. This is true even though the whole world
seems to be moving more in the direction of appreciating fit women. Models, actresses and female celebrities all work out and have personal trainers. The cute little girls
on MTV love to show off their abs - and sometimes their biceps.
Timea Majorova is one of those women in the fitness industry who should be role models for the “mainstream” public. She represents how fitness and muscle can make a
beautiful woman even more so. Fitness and figure women train like bodybuilders - just not to the same degree. So their lifestyle is healthy, their bodies are strong and they
are able to diet to get lean and shapely without the kind of starvation diets many women resort to in an effort to lose body weight.
The bodybuilding-type lifestyle which women bodybuilders, fitness and figure competitors and fitness models have in common is a very special blending of vanity with
health and strength. The more women discover the benefits of this the better they are going to look and feel and the more slowly they will age.
Women like Timea Majorova are pioneers in this new vision of health, strength and beauty. It’s a shame more people don’t know about her and the women like her.

Timea Majorova

Timea Majorova

ADELA GARCIA has been enormously successful in
IFBB pro fitness competition, winning numerous Fitness
Olympia and Fitness International titles. She is an object
study in the benefits of perseverance. Adela competed as
an NPC amateur from 1995 to 1999 before qualifying for
her IFBB pro card. She competed in 10 pro fitness contests before finally winning a title.
She has since won (at this writing) 9 pro championships.
Adela has shown an admirable consistency in both conditioning and the quality of her routines.

Adela Garcia

JUDGING FITNESS AND FIGURE
The rules in bodybuilding are mostly procedural.
The judges choose the winners base on their own
experience and knowledge.
No so in figure or fitness. These are not sports but
are a kind of beauty contest for athletic (and often
very athletic) women. These contests are totally the
product of the rules. Federation officials can make
muscle and muscularity more or less important.
They can choose a type of body they want everyone
to aspire to and reward that kind of physique with
high scores.
But they do so at their peril. If the competitors and
the audience are too disappointed in the outcome
of competitions, if they don’t approve of the winners or understand why they were selected there are
going to be a lot of negative feelings.
Judges and officials who only please themselves - or
in some cases sponsors and other interested parties
- are likely to limit the growth and development of
types of events that ought to be much more widely
recognized by an ever growing audience.

That face, that face
That fabulous face
It’s clear I must beware
I’m certain if I fall in love
I’m lost without a trace
But it’s worth it...
For that face
The Producers

Inga Neverauskaite

Brenda Kelly

Nicole Rollolazo

Safiya Johnson

Rebecca Rush

Rebecca Rush

Rebecca Rush

MARI KUDLA competed first in fitness, where her gymnastics background helped her win events and then later in figure. She placed
consistently in the top 6 and sometimes higher in pro contests.
Mari’s physique was always athletic and defined but never super-muscular and, of course, the judges always told the competitors that’s what
they wanted. But in retrospect many came to realize that muscle was
never a detriment if the competitor were attractive enough.
Judges have always made allowances where muscle is concerned if the
women being judged is extremely beautiful and sexy.
Mari Kudla is certainly both of those. She is, as her photos reveal, a
real doll. However, once again women like Mari have had little luck in
getting the “mainstream” world to appreciate them.
Given the federations have no professional public relations and the
physique magazines are increasingly featuring “T&A” photos of fitness
models (which any young woman can claim to be) it’s no wonder that
mass-market magazines, ad agencies as wel as television and movies
have not discovered the fantastic qualities of these women.
And this at a time when so many other women are recognizing the
benefits of weight training and proper diet to help them look and feel
better and get slender, sleek and shapely.
It’s like a revolution took place and nobody noticed.

Mari Kudla

Latisha Wilder

Women in all works of life have discovered the benefits of serious exercise and diet, particularly models,
actress and others whose success depends in some
part on how good they look and how fit the are.
This is as true in the adult film industry as anywhere
else. People are always remarking that porno actresses nowadays frequently look as good as more
mainstream Hollywood actresses. Part of the reason
for this is that gyms - particularly in the Los Angeles
area - are full of adult actresses. In fact, quite a number of these women - and strippers as well - have
gotten involved enough to enter fitness and figure
competitions - although they usually don’t advertise
what they do for a living.
A case in point is Kim Chambers. pictured here. She
has appeared in more than 200 adult films (including “Butt Banged Bicycle Babes”) and has directed
a number as well. And along the way she has competed in several NPC physique contests.
Who says muscle on women can’t be sexy?

Kim Chambers

Women bodybuilders represent the extreme of aesthetic muscular development. Fitness competitors
need to to perform athletic routines, usually including
a lot of gymnastics, and so they tend to be smaller and
more compact.
The best figure competitors have tall proportions, are
long-waisted and are in one sense the “supermodels”
of the fitness industry. They are the equivalent of the
really tall, long almost impossible proportioned models who dominate the world of high fashion.
At some point advertisers in the fitness worl and
outside it as well will realize that hiring these women
allows them to present stunningly beautiful models
who can also be role models for other women and
young girls - representing beauty and fitness and a
healthy lifestyle.

Heather Green

Jennifer Reece

Unfortunately, there isn’t much money available for
pro fitness and figure competitors or female bodybuilders. But a lot of them earn a good living doing
personal training. Gyms around the country - particularly places like NYC, Florida and Southern California are full of people working out under the direction
of female physique competitors.
I read sometimes about the degree that the “mainstream” does not accept aesthetic female muscle but
I see women from all walks of life - including teachers, lawyers, actresses and models - hiring physique
women to help get them into shape. Fitness and figure
competitors (and even most bodybuilders) represent a
level of fitness that most women deeply admire - especially as they begin to get older and are less worried about getting “too big” and more concerned with
maintaining a strong, shapely and youthful body.
Cassandra Creech is an actress who has appeared in
movies on on TV in everything from CSI: Miami and
Days of Our Lives to Crossing Jordan. A few years ago
she began working with a personal trainer and was not
only very gratified in the changes she was able to make
in her body but she got hooked on the training and
diet programs themselves.
Now, in addition to her acting Cassandra also competes at a local level in figure and bikini competition.
She says she has to be careful not to show up for auditions or jobs looking too ripped and defined - not a
problem facing most women. But as any physique
competitor will tell you it’s hard to get super ripped
and very, very easy to lose it. It only takes a few days.
So Cassandra and other actors and models are able to
work hard in the gym under the supervision of personal trainers and eventually become expert at getting
their bodies into just the shape they require - lean,
hard and muscular or just slender and shapely.
Once you have mastered the techniques you just
choose what you want and go for it.
Cassandra Creech

Cassandra Creech

WOMEN’S PHYSIQUE COMPETITION - CATEGORIES
First came bodybuilding, then fitness and figure. And every time there is a new category introduced there are competitors who, for one reason
or another, feel that they would do better switching to a different type of competition. Once a woman qualifies for an IFBB pro card she can
compete in any of these different categories as long as she declares her intentions at the beginning of the season.
The thing is, changing categories almost never works. Success in bodybuilding, fitness or figure depends hugely on genetics. A good bodybuilding physique requires a certain density, type and distribution of muscle cells. Basic shape and proportion of skeletal structure and of
individual muscles. An even distribution of muscle cells. A metabolism that readily converts food into “stuff.”
And, of course, the ability to build more massive than normal amounts of muscle.
I compare muscle characteristics to party balloons. You have round balloons and long, sausage-shaped ones. You can inflate each kind and
make them bigger and bigger. But you can never transform a round balloon into a cylindrical no matter how big they become. Muscle works
the same way. When some women train their muscles get big full and round. They are more likely to be suited to bodybuilding. Others develop longer proportioned muscles that don’t become as full and round. They are more likely to be successful at fitness or figure. (By the way, you
can’t make a muscle “longer” by the way you train it. That’s genetically determined. Apologies to Pilates instructors.)
There has never been a good female bodybuilder who was equally as successful in fitness or figure - although a lot of them have tried. There
have been a few fitness competitors who had some success in figure but in general the body type requirements of the two categories are quite
different. Switching categories is usually just a prelude to retirement. Of course, it would be more possible for a competitor to change categories upward - that is, from fitness/figure to bodybuilding. For example, there are a number of figure competitors, and a few in fitness, who
look as if they would be more comfortable as bodybuilders. But instead they more often attempt to artificially restrict their muscle size - with
very strict diets and a lot of aerobic training - hoping to please the judges. But it almost never works.
As a result there are a lot of women who are too big for figure but not big enough for bodybuilding - who are stuck in between. Unfortunately,
many of these are the most striking and attractive of physique women but simply have no way of competing with any good results. The federations have been adding new categories to try and add opportunities, things like Body Fitness in Europe, Bikini and even a new Men’s Fitness
division. Much of this seems designed more to add more competitors on stage to the increased profit for the promoter and the federations
than it is to respond to some pressing demand from the
But the more categories added, the more disappointment there will be on the part of those who are successful to some degree in one when they
find they lack the genetics for another. Good bodybuilders will never do well in fitness or figure. Excellent figure competitors will not find
equal success in bikini contests. The federations have always had difficulty adequately defining the standards of each of these various divisions
but over time they become defined simply by natural history - that is, a certain look wins championships and the judges begin to use that look
as a standard by which to judge future events.
Bodybuilding is a sport and all other physique contests are beauty contests for athletes. That doesn’t mean fitness or figure women don’t train
or diet extremely hard but they don’t have to - and shouldn’t - subject themselves to the extremes that bodybuilders put themselves through.
But all competitions that take beauty and physical attributes into account are hugely determined by genetics - whether you’re talking about the
Ms. Olympia contest of the Miss Universe Pageant.
And genetics, like life, is just not fair.

Norweigian LENA JOHANNESEN started out as a bodybuilder but
at a certain point felt she was not able to build enough muscle mass
to stay competitive as a bodybuilding pro. She changed first to fitness - where she experienced some injuries training for the required
routine - and then to figure.
She had some moderate success in fitness but didn’t have the body
type or background in gymnastics or dance to allow her to compete
successfully for points in the performance round. And no matter
how hard she tried she couldn’t transform her bodybuilding genetics
into what was required for winning in other categories.
As a photographer, I felt Lena was less and less striking as time went
on and she came in smaller and less muscular. Deflating a round
balloon doesn’t turn it into a cylindrical one. A deflated bodybuilding physique looks like a deflated bodybuilding physique.
There is unfortunately so little money for the women in competition
that they need to look outside of the contest venue when it comes
to capitalizing on all the effort they put into training and diet Lena
may have been too small to go up against the big girls (although
there were weight divisions used in bodybuilding toward the end of
her competitive career). But she had a real bodybuilding physique
and she was among the most attractive and sexy of all pro competitors.
There have been women in sports like tennis, golf, track and volleyball who have capitalized on their looks to be hugely successful
financially even though they were not that successful when it came to
athletic competition.
Women in physique competition should consider a similar strategy.

Lena Johannesen

Kerstin Schulze
KERSTIN The Amazon (Kerstin Schulze) is 6 foot of incredible female athlete. Her calves are shapely but huge - and everyone remarks on them
when they finally get to noticing that part of her physique. But Kerstin is way too over-size for figure competition. When she stands in a line up
you have to wonder if Kong knows h is girlfriend it out on the town. She looks like she could break the other girls like matchsticks.
But Kerstin has continued to enter figure contests anyway - mostly because as an athlete she likes to have a goal to help motivate her train and diet,
she likes to show off the results on stage and in the back of her mind she still has some degree of belief that if she just diets down a little more, gets a
bit smaller, the judges are going to start placing her higher.
It won’t happen. But I like her dedication and since she’s one of my favorite models any thing that gets her in superb condition for photo shoots is
fine with me. And frankly I wouldn’t trade one Kerstin for 10 of the interchangeable bodies I usually see on stage in figure contests.

VIVIANA SOLDANO
When I first saw Viviana Soldano on stage in a figure
contest she seemed to stand out from the other competitors as if she were bathed in a spotlight. She was
big, shapely, blonde and beautiful - with big wide eyes
and an engaging smile.
This was a local contest in Orange County, CA - but
still the judges only placed her 5th or 6th. I tried to tell
her why she didn’t place higher or win when she exhibited so much star quality but she didn’t get it - and I
don’t think Viviana gets it to this day.
There is a certain kind of long, lean genetics that (often) predominates in figure competition. Viviana was
in great shape, low body fat, lots of definition, but it
still looked as if Anna Nicole Smith had decided to
enter a figure competition. She just didn’t fit into the
accepted standards of figure. And there was nothing
she could do about it.
Viviana might have decided to become a bodybuilder
instead and might be genetically suited to it. But you
also have to have the correct mind-set to get into competitive bodybuilding. Maybe Mariah Carey or Celine
Dion have voices good and strong enough for opera
but opera - like bodybuilding - is so specialized that
very few with the genetics for it also have the desire to
become operatic divas.
Still, Viviana has had a successful career as a fitness
model and she still stands out in a crowd of beautiful
women and is the one people tend to notice and remember.
Just don’t tell her she doesn’t look like a figure competitor or you’ll get an argument.

Viviana Soldano

Viviana Soldano

Amber Deluca
AMBER DELUCA is another of the physique women who doesn’t fit comfortably in any competitive category - what I call an “Orphan Amazon.” Amber is a big, beautiful athletic woman - a Native American who once worked for the Bureau of Indian Affairs. She is a powerlifter and martial artist
who has competed in both figure and bodybuilding. Amber showed up at a figure contest in Hawaii, did not do well and was later told by the officials
that she would have won the bodybuilding category if she had entered. Subsequently, she competed in two NPC bodybuilding shows in New Mexico
and won them both. But when she went on to the NPC Nationals she was blow way by the “real” bodybuilders - that is the women with the shape and
proportions, the flaring muscle and the incredible definition, it takes to do well at the national or pro level in bodybuilding.
There just isn’t any category for women like Amber in today’s physique competition - just as there was no place for genuinely tough all-around fighters when only boxing and Olympic wrestling existed. Whether there will ever be the physique equivalent of mixed martial arts is doubtful. But until
there is my Orphan Amazons make wonderful subjects for dramatic, artistic, and sexy photographs

Amber Deluca

Christine Johansen

ARINA MANTA
Most women in physique competition were some kind of
athlete first. Take Arina Manta, originally from Rumania
and now an Australian resident, as an example.
Arina was 8-time Spring Board diving champion of Rumania and the youngest athlete in that country to turn professional. After moving to Australia she started concentrating
on weight training and was able to become both the National Fitness and Figure champion.
Arina got her pro card with the IFBB and competes now in
international figure contests. This is difficult for her because it involves frequently cross-pacific air flights which
are long, tedious and debilitating.
But like other physique women she understands that competing in contests or even winning them is no passport to
success. Known to her fans as the “Fit Doll” - Arina has
developed a number of business projects that include personal training, sponsorship by nutritional companies and
the development of a clothing line.
But Arina remains a prime example of the fact that, although fitness and figure are not technically sports, they do
involve competition by some excellent and accomplished
athletes.

Arina Manta

Arina Manta

Oksana Grishina

OKSANA GRISHINA

Oksana Grishina

When you see and know about Russian-born Oksana Grishina you would think fitness contests were designed to showcase her looks and talent.
She was a world-class rhythmic gymnast, she has a gorgeous face and a lean, athletic and muscular body. In the early days of fitness the contests
were dominated by former competitive gymnasts. Most of those are long gone but Oksana carries on the tradition with incredible performances
on stage. She does routines you would pay to see in a Vegas showcase.
But she has yet to place higher than 4th in an IFBB pro fitness show - and is often ranked lower than that. Why? Because fitness had no real “standards” to guide the judges. Oksana is foreign and the judges tend to like former NPC competitors. Because she doesn’t have the right management
or political connections. Physique competition for women continues to be made more difficult and discouraging by judging that seems to have
little connection with what the audience sees on stage and constant subjective and arbitrary changes in “what the judges are looking for.”

VALERIE WAUGMAN
There are a small handful of women I think
should BE the standard for figure competition. And Valerie Waugaman is at the top of
the list.
I was backstage one year at the Europa Super Show as figure was about to get underway. Just a few minutes before the show was
scheduled to start, when most of the competitors had been making final preparations and
pumping up for half and hour, I looked across
the pump-up area to see somebody new come
into the room. I did an actual double-take so
struck was I by her appearance.
She was tall, elegant with a terrific, longwaisted physique and a beautiful face. I knew
she would be the winner the moment I saw
her. And that’s exactly what happened.
It was Valerie Waugaman and at that point
I was sure she would be the future of figure. But it was not to be. Valerie had her
own opinions about how figure competitors
should conduct themselves on stage and her
very independent attitude did not allow her
to develop the kind of personal relationships
with the judges that result in good politics.
So Valerie left the competitive scene fairly
quickly. But I still think any explanation of
what figure is about should be illustrated by a
photo of Valerie Waugaman.

Valerie Waugaman

Valerie Waugaman

FEDERICA BELLI of Italy is one of the most fabulously beautiful women in the world and she certainly has the best athletic physique of any worldclass beauty.
Federica is very well known as a figure competitor in her native Italy but she doesn’t speak much
English and only rarely travels to the US so at this
point she doesn’t have the international following
she deserves.
There is simply no woman in the industry more
beautiful. Once you get to this level it becomes
purely a matter of personal taste.

Federica Belli

Aleksandra Kobielak
ALEXANDRA KOBIELAK is a model, choreographer, make up artist and television star and celebrity in her native Hungary. She has also competed internationally in IFBB pro figure. Aleksandra won her home Grand Prix and placed third in the Masters Olympia and Jan Tana Pro. But
I never felt she got the kind of recognition she deserved. It’s hard to say why, except that there is a sense of European sophistication to Aleksandra
that I doubt the mostly American judges in IFBB pro contests held in the US can fully appreciate.
The comes across as a mature and lovely woman - which fans of Catherine Deneuve, Jeanne Moreau or other European stars would appreciate.
Again, the standards of physique competition tend to be narrowly focused and there are many totally fabulous women you have huge followings
in real life who simply don’t “fit in” to contest judging standards.

Abbie Marie

Angela Kirkland

Fawnia Dietrich

Kat Meyers

Anna Larsson

FIGURES IN THE LANDSCAPE

Brigita Brezovac

Viviana Soldano
Dramatic bodies deserve to be viewed against dramatic backgrounds. Operas are set in castles, on battefields or in Valhala - not in drawing rooms
during afternoon tea. I have taken advantage of living in California to take models out to various desert and mountain locations, to Las Vegas, to
Death Valley, to various wild and desolate areas of the Mojave. I’ve done photo shoots in the mountains to the east of San Diego, on an Indian reservation in New Mexico, in the beautiful and spiritual setting of Sedona, Arizona. I’ve shot pictures in beaches in California and in Hawaii.
What you will rarely see are physique photos of mine done in piney woods or surrounded by green, rolling hills. There is power in rugged and
harsh lanscapes that simply doesn’t exist in pastoral settings. A picturesque hilltop in Austria looks great in the opening of Sound of Music but
would take away from the impact of physique champions flexing their muscles or posing their bodies.
Ask any woman: the diamond is important but it needs the right setting to show it off. The same principle applies here..

Viviana Soldano

Viviana Soldano

Brigita Brezovac

Inga Neverauskaite

Timea Majorova

Kris Murrell

Avis Ware

Audra Pollard

Kerstin

Melissa Dettwiller

Mascha Tieken
Mascha Tieken started out as a bodybuilder but was concerned because she felt the top women in the sport were just bigger than she could
or would want to become. So she switched to figure. But as hard as Mascha tried to lose body weight and conform to what she believed the
standards of figure to be she simply was not able to change her body to the point where she got high scores from the judges. Plus she found it
to be very frustrating to have to hold back in her training and sacrifice to much muscle mass.
So Mascha is changing categories and going back to bodybuilding. She doesn’t know how successful she will be but she knows she will FEEL
much better about herself when she no longer has to hold back and avoid allowing her body to develop to it’s genetic potential for muscular
development.

Angela Mraz

Angela Mraz

Alina Popa

Heather Armbrust

Heather Armbrust

Lenda Murray

Kerstin

Yaxeni Oriquen

Marika Johannson

Marika Johannson

Arina Manta

Viviana Soldano

Leighanna Ross

Rebecca Rush

Kerstin

Timea Majorova

Timea Majorova

Zsuzsa Toldi

Timea Majorova

Brigita Brezovac

Brigita Brezovac

Lynn McCrossin

Erika Thompson

Yaxeni Oriquen

Alina Popa

FINE ART
Do it first, do it the most - and do it best.

I’ve had exhibitions of my photos in several art galleries and two museums. My pictures have been published in two previous photo art
books. This would seem to indicate an acceptance of my work as fine art and me as a legitimate artist.
Au contraire.
When I enter my photos in juried photo exhibition or in art photo competitions I almost never get a positive response. It took me a while to
figure out why. Then I realized how much the photography world is caught up in the “artsy” rather than the artistic. Artsy is something that
looks like you expect art to look. The history of photography is full of this. In the early 20th century photographers were so intent on making
their photos look like paintings - “pictorialism” is was called - that shooters with a more modern approach rebelled. The result was the f/64
group that included Ansel Adams, Edward Weston, Willard Van Dyke and Immogen Cunningham whose work with large format and very
small apertures created images that were super sharp, with incredible clarity and maximum depth of field, dedicated to capturing the greatest
amount of detail possible.
We still have that kind of photography today. It is mostly found in advertising and doesn’t evolve into “fine art” until enough time as past
that history begins to see the photographer as a legend and a great artist. Ansel Adams began shooting Yosemite before 1920, was a recognized photographer in the 1930s and 1940s but didn’t make any real money from it until he was almost 70 years old and partnered up with an
entrepreneur who knew how to market his work. My friend Mel Sokolsky, who was very successful as a fashion photographer quite young,
bemoans the fact that he didn’t create and archive editions of his prints decades ago. He sells digital prints for a good price nowadays but
having vintage prints of his work would be a gold mine.
At one poiny the art world saw Adams’ photos as pretty landscape pictures. Very few people saw prints by Irving Penn or Richard Avedon or Sokolsky - as great investments back in the 1950s and 1960s. Contemporary fashion wasn’t seen as a serious enough subject for fine art at
that time - especially since much less of it was being done on large format cameras. Shooting on a Rolleiflex much less a Leica didn’t have the
“hands of the artist” quality that glass plates and platinum printing had demanded of an earlier era.
My approach to photography has generally been one of clarity and detail, so I appreciate the example of the f/64 Group. I see a lot of “artsy”
pictures and many of them are very pretty. But I ask myself if I am likely to remember them an hour later, a week, a month, a year? Both in
advertising and in art the most successful work has impact on the viewer, causes an emotional reaction, and is “sticky” - that is, stays in the
mind. A publisher I’ve worked for calls my style “iconic” and I’ll settle for that.
The problem seems to be that that art nowadays is in control of the “art market” - that is, since the 1970s when people like Sam Wagstaff
established the investment value of photographic prints, art in general and photos in particular have become almost entirely viewed as a commodity. Whether you like an individual work is a consideration but not as important as whether your investment is likely to increase in value.
And this affects me because people seem to be reluctant to see the aesthetic female physique as a legitimate subject of art. This in spite of the
fact that the human body has perhaps the longest history of any other as something to make art from. The Venus of Willendorf is a fertility
statue create some 24,000 years ago. How much more legitimate can be tradition be than that?
But because the aesthetically muscular female body has never before existed in history I have always seen it as a wonderful opportunity to do
unique photos. The camera was invited sometime back in the 1830s and I’m sure the next day the photographer tried to convince some girl
to pose for him in the nude. But no photographer has had access to the subjects I have. So I’ve used what I call the Ansel Adams approach do it first, do it best and do it the most.
Art market or not, you can see the results looking at the photographs in this book.

Heather Tristany

Michelle Tuggle

Skye Ryland

Joanne Lee
These images are a clear illustration of the sculptural qualities of the bodybuilding physique. Bodybuilders (both women and men) shape and
define their physiques according to the traditional aesthetic values of bodybuilding just as sculptors of the body use clay or stone to create a three
dimensional object that manifests the aesthetic image they have in their minds.
However, once a statue is given a form it retains it. The bodybuilding physique, however, only has this finished, defined and polished look after
long weeks of extreme training and severe diet and this state is ephemeral and can degrade in a matter of hours.
So while bodybuilding includes an important aesthetic element it is not art. But art emerges when I’m able to collaborate with a bodybuilder who is
muscular and defined and capture what they have achieved in a photograph.

The ancient Greeks were one of the first cultures in human history to depict the athletic body in hyper-realistic
detail. It seems to me one reason for this is that the
Greeks were the first society in which there was a special, professional class of atletes who trained specifically
for sport rather than to improve their warrior skills.
This professional class of athletes competed in many
events in which overall conditioning and strength-toweight ratio was important so many ended up with lean,
sleek and defined physiques. This is what created the
kind of bodies that inspired sculptors to make the classic
statues we celebrate today.
But these athletic sculptures were always of men. Women weren’t even allow to attend the Olympic Games - in
which men competed in the nude. Women were cast in
more mythic roles such as Venus or representing other
goddesses or mythological creatures.
The “Kouros” or statue of a youth was a common artistic
form in the Archaic period (800-480 BC). During one
shoot with Ericca Kern I was struck by the classically
athletic look of her physique. So I used the Kouros form
to illustrate the striking resemblance of her body to that
celebrated by the ancient Greeks.
This image is one variation of that idea.

Ericca Kern

Annie Rivieccio

Dayana Cadeau
BODYBUILDING AS SPORT - There has been much debate as to whether bodybuilding is really a sport. Of course, this depends - as do all discussions of the nature of sport - on the definitions you choose to accept. Some believe sports should only include athletic contests in which the extremes of physical qualities that include such things as strength, speed, endurance and agility. But publications like sporting magazines have often
included activities such as hunting and fishing. So there is no clear consensus.
Here is my view: Sports must test some fundamental ability of the human body. They have to be progressive - that is the athletes involved must get
better over time. There have to be rules of some sort but those rules must can’t totally determine the contest - or else it is a game or test of skill, not
a sport. So tennis is a sport, throwing darts is not. Gold is a sport, miniature golf is not. And increasingly, as racing drivers improve due to better
athletic training and diet, auto racing is becoming more accepted as a sport rather than simply a skill.

Annie Rivieccio
But what about bodybuilding? How does it qualify as a sport? Bodybuilding involves the ultimate ability of human beings to develop their muscles
according to accepted aesthetic principles. Bodybuilders get better over time. It is very physical, very demanding and competitors are obviously
athletes. The complaint has been that other athletes need to perform at their maximum the day of the competition but bodybuilders “just pose.” All
their most intense efforts are done in the gym.
Aside from the fact that “just posing” involves a very difficult and exhausting amount of effort, it has to be understood that bodybuilding is not a
sport of measurement of time, distance or amount but is a sport of form, like skating or gymnastics. However, those are sports of dynamic form, where
movement is involved. Bodybuilding is a sport of plastic form, in which the ability shape, define and mold the body is measure, along with the capacity
to maintain that level of definition and conditioning over time and the skill to present the physique to the judges in a way that maximizes competitors
strong points and minimizes their weaknesses. And the demands of bodybuilding training and competition, at the elite level, make it one of the most
difficult and demanding sports that has ever existed.

SHOOTING NUDES is the most difficult kind of photography I do. If there is some
kind of prop involved or a piece of clothing like a hat or a scarf it’s much easier. But
to do a really good picture of a nude subject, a figure study rather than something
primarily glamorous or erotic, is a difficult task.
Of course, my job is made much easier when my model is a woman with muscles and
definition. Then it becomes a matter of trying to capture the sculptural qualities of
the physique. I liken this to landscape photography, where the body becomes a subject such as Yosemite was to Ansel Adams or the Oceano Dunes to Edward Weston.
The problem in general is that human beings have never before been subjected to so
many images of naked bodies in all of history. We are awash in them. For several
decades there were men’s magazines to help inspire masturbatory fantasies, then the
VCR gave us videos. Now that the Internet is here with Newsnet and free porn sites
and the opportunities to see explicit nakedness and any kind of sex act you can image
is virtually limitless.
Discussing this with parents I caution them there is no way they can protect their
children from having access to these images. Instead, they need to educate their kids
on how deal with them. The dam has burst and there is no way to put all that water
back where it was.
But so much nakedness has made it difficult for artists whose subject is the nude. In
their vain attempt to set up barriers of “good taste” to naked images of the body those
still trying to hold the line tend to lump nakedness and nudity together. What’s the
difference? Here is what the late art historian Kenneth Clark had to say about it in his
book “The Nude: A Study In Ideal Form”:
The English language, with its elaborate generosity, distinguishes between the naked and
the nude. To be naked is to be deprived of our clothes, and the word implies some of the
embarrassment most of us feel in that condition. The word “nude,” on the other hand,
carries, in educated usage, no uncomfortable overtone. The vague image it projects into
the mind is not of a huddled and defenseless body, but of a balanced, prosperous, and
confident body: the body re-formed. In fact, the word was forced into our vocabulary by
critics of the early eighteenth century to persuade the artless islanders [of the UK] that, in
countries where painting and sculpture were practiced and valued as they should be, the
naked human body was the central subject of art.
Clark points out that there will likely always be an erotic component to any nude
study of a human body but that this is not the point of the work. In fact, many drawing or paintings from the past that were considered to be primarily erotic in nature or
even pornographic are now seen - as times and tastes change - to be more important
as art than as objects of erotic arousal.
In fact, that points up the fact that much of what society views as matters of moral-

Irene Andeersen
ity are really just matters of taste. And taste’s change. A
Betty Grable poster from WWII was considered sexy but
acceptable in 1944, is now looked at as quaint but would
have been outright pornographic in 1844.
Vogue magazine in France or Italy can run nude photos,
Vogue in the US runs very few and they are very “tasteful.” There are still parts of the world where you can go
to prison or even face the death penalty by violating local
laws against what they see as pornography.
Meanwhile, I’m just trying to make photographic images
of incredibly beautiful and interesting bodies. So sue me.

Allison Williams

Gillian Hodge

Yvonne Vazquez

Gillian Hodge
Yvonne Vasquez
I submitted these photos to Taschen for my book MODERN AMAZONS. They didn’t use them, I was told, because publisher Benedikt Taschen
only wanted women in the book. I explained that these two are actually both women - despite Gillian’s attempt to look as butch as possible. But I
suspect nobody wanted to go to the boss and explain that he’d made a mistake.

Beate Draebing
BEATE DREAEBING is a former IFBB pro bodybuilder from Austria. Along with Anja Langer and a few other women bodybuilders she is one
of the most beautiful champion female athletes in any sport from any place in all of history. But Beate only competed for a few years. She already
had some good sponsorship in Austria from companies like McDonald’s and she was concerted about becoming “too big.” She was running a gym
with her boyfriend and he preferred her not to be away from the business too much. And she received a few unjustified low placings from judges
and didn’t understand the sometimes very political basis of the scoring. “I probably retired too soon,” she told me recently with the benefit of
hindsight. Fortunately there are phtos that record what an accomplished and beautiful physique competitor she was.

Isabelle Turell

Michelle Tuggle

Dina Dela Llana

Nicole Bass

Suzan Kaminga

Michelle Andrea

This photo has always reminded me of the kind of images
of healthy, fit Teutonic youth created by Leni Riefenstahl
- who was also an accomplished photographer as well as a
director. Her film “Olympia” documenting the 1936 Olympics was and remains a masterpiece. An mullti-camera,
up-close-and-personal athletic documentary done long
before anyone thought of Wide World of Sports.
Riefenstahl was an athlete herself and as an actress starred
in a number of movies about mountain climbing - in which
she did much of the dangerous climbing herself without
the benefit of a stunt double.
However, her previous documentary Triumph of The Will,
made at the Nuremburg congress of the Nazi party in
1936, was such a powerful piece of propaganda and made
such an impact that she was forever branded as an ardent
Nazi supporter and although she lived until age 101 and
continued to produce intermittent photo projects she was
never forgiven for her association with Hitler and her
reputation never recovered.
It’s interesting that after WWII so many from the German
military and Nazi political leaders were “rehabilitated” because they were useful to the Allies but this one documentary maker, who admitted that she associated herself with
Hitler mostly because it allowed her to make movies on a
larger scale, never was,
But Leni would have approved of this image.

Erika Andersch

Lesa Lewis

Ursula Buckanes-Henry

Dina al-Sabah

Dayana Cadeau

Jill Rudison

FASHION AND GLAMOR
Beyond Physique

Mila Todorova

Timea Majorova
There is a limited market for “hard-core” female physique photos and as yet the potential of the fitness and figure body is not yet evident to many
magazine publishers, art directors and advertising agents. But it occurred to me that, while I may not be able market many of my photos the style
of photography and many of my models are very marketable indeed - if viewed in the appropriate context.
So I have been developing a body of work and a portfolio that takes the best of what I do - sometimes using my regular models, sometimes not and puts it in a context that art buyers and art directors who are not yet ready to embrace the potential of the athletic female physique will appreciate and respond to.
Even shooting fashion and glamor, things like clarity, graphic impact and awareness of the body are still important elements of my style.

Inga Neverauskaite
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Timea Majorova
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Kerstin

Cassandra Creech

Tommie

Allison Williams

Sharon Bruneau

Christina Garan

Nadeea Voli

Mila Todorova
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Christina Garan

Timea Majorova

Sherry Goggin

Tina Jo Orban
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Victoria Kirssanova

Timea Majorova

Victoria Kirssanova

Timea Majorova

Alexis Ellis

Cassamdra Creech

Evatrix

Griselda

FINAL THOUGHTS

REAL LIFE is what happens to you while you’re busy making other plans. When I lived in New York City my ambition was to be Bob Dylan and I
spent a lot of years as a working singer-songwriter. I dated a girl whose father was an executive at NBC, I got a job producing at WNBC radio and
from there was hired as a director at WABC - then the number one station in the number one market in the US.
I decided to bug out, packed everything that would fit into a Chrysler 300 and came out to Los Angeles. I moved into a house four doors down
from the original Gold’s Gym in Venice, started working out there and eventually the owner asked me to help promote and publicize the gym and
it’s projects. I put together an extensive program for a Mr. America competition he was promoting, writing it and using my own photos. This got
me to the attention of publisher Joe Weider. I started writing and doing photos for him, became the founding editor of Flex Magazine. Joe put me
together with Arnold Schwarzenegger, with whom I’ve collaborated on three books.
Meanwhile, women started to compete in physique contests. I covered this for Flex and when I came to realize what a significant cultural phenomenon this was turning out to be I began to focus more and more on what I could see was “something new under the sun.” Especially since nobody
else seemed to be paying these women a great deal of attention. So it turns out that being the most recognized photographer of aesthetic female
muscle as well as a leading writer on the subject was something that just happened to me while I was making other plans.
Of course, as a photographer I was strongly drawn to how these women looked - and, yes, to the fact that many of them were quite beautiful and
sexy. But I very quickly developed a lot of sympathy for their situation. Officials in the physique federations tended not to take “the girls” all that
seriously. The first person Ben Weider put in charge of women’s bodybuilding was outspokenly against women developing any serious amount of
muscle and quickly dropped the lat spread from the list of mandatory poses for women. It took twenty years to get the front and rear lat spreads
put back into female bodybuilding.
Judging standards were constantly tweaked, with guidelines and judging instructions being offered that had little to do with the basic purpose of
bodybuilding judging - rank the competitors on stage according to how good they are as bodybuilders, taking into account all of the aspects of physique and presentation that judges use to score the men. Of course, there wasn’t any such tweaking where male competitors were concerned. It was
clear to me this was outright gender discrimination, something that would not have been tolerated in the Olympics or any other actual sport. But
bodybuilding simply didn’t have a high enough profile for any of the feminist organizations to notice.
At first, it was decided that women shouldn’t be too muscular. Then that they couldn’t really get that muscular without taking a lot of male hormones. Of course, anyone familiar with sports and the human body knows human physiques come in all shapes and sizes. Some people are capable of building a lot of muscle, on some of those people the muscle looks really good, and simply altering the hormone balance of the body is never
going to turn a sow’s ear into a silk purse. A Great Dane has one kind of body, a Poodle another and you can’t turn one into the other by introducing some chemicals into their bodies
Starting in the 1990s, as the federations introduced other categories of female physique competition, the federations started judging bodybuilding for women more like traditional bodybuilding. But pro female bodybuilders had to settle for less prize money, they got very little coverage in
the physique magazines and sponsors and advertisers began to use more “fitness models” than actual champion competitors. Meanwhile women
all over the country and the world discovered the benefits to how they looked and felt, to reversing the aging process and to their self-esteem that
come from the kind of weight training pioneered and developed by trial-and-error by bodybuilders.
A revolution has come about, particularly where women are concerned, but nobody is recognizing the contribution to this made by physique
women or given them proper credit. That’s why I dedicated this book to them. Over my lifetime I’ve seen feminism create a greater freedom for
women to play a great range of roles in our society. I’ve watched women athletes in many sports gain greater visibility and in some cases become
more popular than their male counterparts. Women are more prominent in a great many fields, including business, law and medicine.

But somehow the momentum of feminism has hit a wall when it comes to the female body. Women can be astronauts and heart surgeons but if they
develop their muscles for aesthetic purposes that’s going too far. They can be the equal of men as long as they continue to look the way people expect women to look.
Where are the feminists when these fine athletes need defending? Nowhere in sight, I’m afraid.

AFTER THOUGHT:
ANABOLIC STEROIDS
The elephant in the room whenever you are discussing bodybuilding - or many other sports for that matter - is anabolic steroids. The problem is
that almost nobody with an opinion on the subject actually knows anything about what these substances are, what they do, how effective or dangerous they might be.
Almost anything you read or hear about steroids is probably bunk. I’ve talked to doctors who seem to have done most of their research from Time
Magazine.
To begin with, anabolic steroids are merely synthetic analogues of testosterone, engineered to enhance their anabolic (muscle building) effect and
to minimize their androgenic (masculinizing) effect. They can increase endurance, protein synthesis and recovery between workouts. They are
anti-inflammatory, which help protect against injury and speed up recovery after an injury is incurred. If you had never heard of these substances
and you were told they were suddenly available you’d hail them as a wonder drug.
The problem is they aren’t that effective. Sure, you take a hard-training athlete pursuing a rigorous training program and eating a good diet and
you add anabolic steroids to the mix you are going to see improved results. At least to some degree. There was a study of powerlifters involved in
drug-tested and non-drug tested competitions. The non-tested competitors showed an improvement of (about) 15%. But the study also showed
that the older the lifter, the more mature and experienced he way, the less improvement he got from using anabolics. Why? Because steroids help
you to approach your genetic potential. You can’t go beyond genetic limits. And the older lifters had been training long enough that they were
already quite close to that limit. So the drugs didn’t help them as much as they did the younger ones.
Also, anabolic steriods don’t do much unless the person taking them is training hard, pushing the body to the limit. Take steroids without training
and you just gain water weight. Muscles don’t build themselves. No matter how genetically programmed you are to respond to steroids, regardless
of how many of the right kind of receptors exist in your body.
But the “authorities” have consistently misrepresented what steroids are and what they do for decades. Remember the “reefer madness” approach
to demonizing marijuana? Same thing here. At first the party line was that steroids didn’t work. Athletes knew better and kept taking them. Then
there was the warning that they were terribly dangerous and could kill you - or at least make your testicles shrink. Athletes looked around and
didn’t see anybody dropping dead so they kept taking the drugs. Then the approach was adopted that taking anabolic drugs was unnatural and
therefore “cheating.” And that’s pretty much where things stand today.
The problem is that cheating merely means you are breaking the rules - regardless of whether those rules making any sense. Take a look at the
technology of sport today Runners wear shoes with high-tech springs built into them and run on tracks engineered to make them faster. Pole
vaulters use poles made of substances like carbon fiber and come down into very forgiving bags from 19 feet in the air. Without the poles or the
bags the couldn’t never achieve such heights. Golfers use drivers with heads so large they are almost recognizable compared with equipment form
30 years ago. Even golf had to disallow the kind of grooves on irons that were making shots much too easy. Tennis rackets are huge and made of
high-tech materials, swimming pools are faster, racing swim suits themselves allow the athletes to go faster.
So why should using a hormone that enhances performance while helping to protect the athlete be outlawed? Because it’s “unnatural”? What is
natural about free amino acids or high doses of concentrated vitamin C? Or protein powder? Do those occur in nature?

Critics will point to the supposed dangers of steroids as a reason to ban them. And while steroids are not dangerous as is, for example, aspirin
(which kills hundreds of people a year just in the US) there can be negative side effects. Back when these drugs were first introduced they were
taken in oral form. A drug like this circulating through the digestive system had to be taken in larger amounts to be effective and some anabolics
could have a detrimental effect on the liver. But anabolics today are taken by injection which by-passes this whole problem. So they are much
safer as a result.
Of course, any drug like this should be taken under the supervision of a physician where blood tests can detect any negative effects right from the
outset. But because steroids are (for the most part) illegal that means athletes self-medicate, which increases the possibility of undesirable side
effects. Prohibition makes substance abuse worse. Every time. Looking at the statistics on alcohol poisoning in the 1920s.
The public also has very strong ideas about women using steroids because there is an assumption that they are masculinizing themselves - turing
themselves into men. And it is true that very high doses of male hormones for women does have this effect. Individuals undergoing transgender
procedures rely heavily on hormones. But the fact is that women have such low levels of male hormone in their bodies compared to men that
even quite small amounts of these drugs can have a noticeable anabolic effect. And those does are way below the threshold that produces androgenic changes. So you see a woman who seems to have been overly-masculinized by using steroids either she has used much higher doses than
she needed to - or what you are seeing is simply a naturally androgenous individual and you are just assuming her physical characteristics come
from abusive use of anabolics.
Anyway, the truth is that some few individuals are genetically programmed for large muscles, some also have aesthetic proportions, the right type
and distribution of muscle cells, the need distribution of fat cells and a metabolism that allows for extreme fat loss when dieting. Those people women or men - are destined to be bodybuilders if they work at it. And if the above doesn’t describe you then you are not - no matter how hard
you try or what kind of drugs you take.
In any event, all this doesn’t really matter because steroids won’t be around much longer. In a very short time science will allow us to change our
genetics - or at least change the way our genes are expressed - and pretty much anyone will be able to develop a muscular, athletic body. It will be
a Brave New World and nobody will resort to the crude strategy of taking male hormones.
Besides which, you can’t really test effectively for these drugs anyway. The Olympics spends millions on anti-doping and I’ve read statements by
Olympic doping officials that the whole thing is a waste of time. You just end up catching those without the money and resources to get around
the tests.
Consider this: Barry Bonds built up his physique mostly by doing 300 pound bench presses but he was also using an anabolic substance created by a small lab in the Bay Area. This drug never showed up in tests. The company was caught because somebody ratted them out. But if a
relatively small company can come up with an effective anabolic that can’t be detected, what else is out there? What is China capable of designing? The CIA? And what is the use of having a rule that you can’t enforce? Athletes want to win, they know there are drugs that are effective and
won’t harm them if taken under supervision and they are confident they won’t be caught. So you end up with sports full of “cheaters” who have
very little respect for the rules they consider unwarranted and unreasonable. Athletic scofflaws.
That sounds to me a lot like what happened during Prohibition when the country went on drinking despite the law - and created profits for organized crime whose effects we sill see today. So what we need regarding steroids is not Eliott Ness.
We need the equivalent of the 21st Amendment for sports. And stop making (literally) a federal case out of steroid use.

